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WHAT AM I GOING TO TAKE AWAY FROM THIS?

•I will have a better understanding of cooperative learning.

•I will learn how to implement literacy stations in a 
productive way.

•I will learn how to group students in the classroom, work 
stations, and guided reading.

•I will see how guided reading looks in the classroom.

•I will understand how to implement cooperative learning in 
a whole group lesson. 



WHAT IS COOPERATIVE LEARNING?
Cooperative learning is a successful teaching 
strategy in which small groups use a variety of 
learning activities to improve their 
understanding of a subject.



ELEMENTS OF COOPERATIVE LEARNING
Face-to-Face Interaction

Students are promoting each others' learning through face-to-face activities where they discuss and explain assignment topics 
with each other. 

Positive Interdependence

Students have the sense that they're 'in this together,' feeling that each member's individual effort will not only help him,but the 
whole group. The grade of each student is dependent upon the effort of other group members. 

Individual Accountability

Each student is accountable for their own contribution to the group. Clearly described goals ensure that each student knows 
what she is responsible for and what the group is responsible for. 

Group Processing

Students are given a means for analyzing their group for how well the group has learned, and whether or not collaborative 
skills are being used. 

Collaborative Skills

Students learn not only the subject matter, but interpersonal skills and how to work in teams. Students are taught skills of 
communication, leadership, and conflict management during the early stages of cooperative learning sessions. 



KAGAN STRATEGY: THINK, PAIR, SHARE

Think about how your campus is implementing 
these elements of cooperative learning.

Pair up with someone from a different table.

Share your thinking.

Share a new idea that you learned to your table.



WHOLE GROUP COOPERATIVE LEARNING

Tips for Implementing Cooperative Learning
•Hold all students accountable for their contribution to the group by 
assigning roles. 
•Have students rotate through group roles. 
•Make sure that everyone is engaged.
•Use the Gradual Release method.
•Students reflect on learning.
•Group students appropriately. 
•Actively monitor by listening to the discussions of each group.
•Give feedback when needed.



WHOLE GROUP COOPERATIVE LEARNING

INSERT MORGANS VIDEO, then Morgan talk about the gradual release/cooperative 
learning of her lesson.



WHOLE GROUP COOPERATIVE LEARNING

INSERT MEGAN’S VIDEO, then Megan talk about the gradual release/cooperative 
learning of her lesson.



HOW SHOULD TEACHERS GROUP THEIR 
STUDENTS?

CLASSROOM
(Group of 4)
- 1A (highest)
- 2B (high middle)
- 3A (low middle)
- 4B (lowest)

STATIONS/GUIDED READING
Pair students:
-reading at similar level
-that need practice with the same type 
of skill
-*behavior



LITERACY STATIONS

INSERT VIDEO



LITERACY STATIONS
Before students are asked to work in literacy stations, teachers must…

Tips for Creating the Stations
•Look at the standard

•Must be previously taught (Stations are used for practice!)

•Not used for grades

•Not busy work/worksheets

•Open-ended

•Differentiated

•Self-directed

•Don’t rush! (This process takes up to 6 weeks)



LITERACY STATIONS
Before students are asked to work in literacy stations, teachers must…

Introduce the Stations
(This is time consuming, but the MOST IMPORTANT part!)

1. Read the TEKS whole group and discuss what it means.
2. Introduce materials/resources that will be available at the station.
3. Students create an I-Can List as a class based on the TEKS.
4. Model the station through a mini lesson.
5. Continue to practice whole group until have mastered the process of the station.
6. Introduce the next station, follow steps 1-5, and then have two stations going on at 
the same time.
7. Continue those steps until all stations have been introduced and mastered. 



KAGAN STRATEGY: FOUR CORNERS
CORNER 1 I feel that most of my campus does NOT 
implement stations with fidelity. 
CORNER 2 I feel that my campus has SOME teachers that 
are using this structure productively. 
CORNER 3 I feel that MOST of my campus is successfully 
implementing literacy work stations. 
CORNER 4 I feel that my campus has mastered 
implementing literacy stations. 

First, talk about why you feel that you’re on this level.



WHAT’S THE POINT OF LITERACY STATIONS?

It gives continuous differentiated practice of the standards 
that have been taught. 

Most importantly, it gives the teacher the 
opportunity to meet with guided reading 
groups and administer one-on-one 
assessments.



GUIDED READING

INSERT VIDEO



GUIDED READING
Guided Reading Routine (example)

•Word Work
•Engage
•Vocabulary
•Picture Walk/Predictions
•Read Independently
•Comprehension Check
•Writing



KAGAN STRATEGY: RALLY ROBIN

Reflect on what you have learned today. 

With your elbow partner, taking turns, list what 
you will be taking away from this for your 
campus. (three things each) 



IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS…

Feel free to contact us:
Morgan Martinez – Morgan.Martinez@birdvilleschools.net

Megan Hewitt – Megan.Hewitt@birdvilleschools.net

Eva Fisher – Eva.Fisher@birdvilleschools.net

Thank you for coming!
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